
Learnings from scanning 2 million
hosts daily for Bug Bounty



whoami1

Dawid Moczadło

Co-founder of Vidoc Security Lab

Bug bounty hunter (ex-Top 1 in Poland)

CTF player for P4

Climber and coffee lover



Story2

We made

$120 000
in bug bounty using

only automation



Scale3

3000 root domains

1300 bug bounty programs (public and
private)

200+ security issues detected weekly

2 million unique web servers daily

100+ million HTTP requests daily



Initial goal4

We want to automate our bug bounty and do it
cheap ($$)



First try, let’s use open source4

Amass + Subfinder
Nmap
Nuclei
Kubernetes
Google Cloud



...and it failed4

Nuclei, Amass, and Nmap were turbo slow

Workers were too expensive - they worked all the time

The database was overloaded and too slow

Networking costs of Google Cloud were too high



Next iteration - goals5

Speed and accuracy

Scanning only 3000 of the most
popular ports

Decreasing costs



Next iteration6

Amass + Subfinder
Nmap Masscan
Nuclei Custom
Scanning Engine
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Digitalocean
Automatic scaling 0
machines
IP Rotation (for every
scan)
NoSQL DB



Custom Scanning Engine7

Optimized for big-scale
We took everything good
from Nuclei and we made
it better
Speed >>>



Custom Scanning Engine8

Scheduled scanning
Defining query to match
targets (only specific
technology)



Custom Scanning Engine9

Global Matchers
Match on responses from
different modules
Passive Modules
Like a grep for all
responses

Great for finding weird bugs
Bucket takeovers
DB errors



Our scanning approach10

Write custom modules or
edit existing ones
Created/edited 71 modules
in one year
Used max 30 modules
Collaborate with others!
Scan for the same bugs, over
and over...



We are finding bugs! Too many bugs11

200+ security issues detected
weekly

Being too slow == duplicate

Manual escalation for better
payouts $$

Unpredictable revenue



Semi-automatic reporting12



Key learnings

Building good infrastructure for bug bounty is
turbo-hard and you will have to maintain it

You can’t report everything - there is not
enough time

Scan for the same bugs every day
Developers constantly change code and
they will make mistakes

Prioritize only good bug bounty programs - do
not waste time reporting to the bad ones
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How to win with automation in 2023?

Rescan often for the same bugs - every X
hours (be consistent)

git-config
directory-listing
exposed elastic search, prom
debug mode in Django
spring-boot heap dump
subdomain takeovers (aws, github...)
...
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How to win with automation in 2023?

Find new and unknown misconfigurations  
or variations (be smarter)

Edit existing modules
Add more paths or params for fuzzing
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How to win with automation in 2023?

Look for new CVEs and develop POCs first
(be faster)

Log4Shell (we made
Confluence 0day CVE-2022-26134
...
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How to win with automation in 2023?

Automate scanning on private programs -
people usually scan only public programs

We had access to ~400 private
programs
Hackerone, Intigriti, Bugcrowd,
Yeswehack, Hackenproof, ...
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Thank you!

twitter.com/kannthu1

https://www.vidocsecurity.com

Read full story how we earned $120 000 using our own product

Email
dawid@vidocsecurity.com

Twitter

Web

https://twitter.com/kannthu1
https://www.vidocsecurity.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/klaudia-kloc-006239143_security-ai-research-activity-7034527950087593984-Rb_g?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop

